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Our comprehensive fit solutions blend
the best of innovation and inspiration
to give every patient a look they love.

Award winning designs.
Custom fits.
Hands-on service.

AWARD-WINNING INNOVATION

EXCEPTIONAL COMPANY VALUES
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AWARD-WINNING INNOVATION

EXCEPTIONAL COMPANY VALUES

CHAMPION is a
$3 billion dollar global brand

with innovations in 
athletic wear since 1919 

Voted 2020’s favorite new brand,
Champion Clife capsile takes a

genuinely fresh design approach
with unisex appeal and a strong
nod to 90’s athleticweartrends

offering a luxurious twist on
sport fashion.

The go-to brand trusted, loved,
and worn by women for over 60
years. With an array of beautiful 
styles, the collection includes a 

petite fit solution that are
progressive friendly with more 

delicate and smaller facial features 
in both sun and ophthalmic. 

A $650M global fashion and lifestyle 
brand known for signature prints, 

imaginative use of color, innovative 
silhouettes and edgy details. The 
eyewear collection is available in

sizes for teens to larger size YourFit
in sizes from 54-140 to 59-142.

A men’s collection
made of titanium, combining 

innovative materials
and advanced technological 

features.  

One of America’s most iconic 
footwear brands. Since 1935 

Sperry has reinvented
timeless originals offering

prep style for all.

Introducing
Seven.Five, a new, luxury ophthalmic 

collection handcrafted in the USA. Skill 
and artistry combine with superior 
quality, comfort-sculpted design, 

distinctive colorations and subtle patriotic 
detail, resulting in a memorable
collection for men and women.

Ben Sherman remains a leader of
modern British style. The 100% Made 

Green eyewear collection draws 
inspiration from Ben Sherman’s rich 
heritage, featuring a mix of 60’s Ivy 
League prep, military influences, 

modern youth culture, and iconic looks 

collection handcrafted in the USA

distinctive colorations and subtle patriotic 

of the century offering men the perfect mod-styled look.

®

KID’S BRAND: CHAMPION
TEEN’S BRAND: CHAMPION
MEN’S BRAND: CHAMPION

WOMEN’S BRAND: Nicole Miller




